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S E L E C T E D  W O R K S
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We partner with inspiring companies to craft world-class websites and apps. As 

product experts, we quickly deliver products that empower businesses.

Through compelling vision and user-validation, we frame problems and produce 

solutions that maximize value. We help clients get to where they’re going faster and 

remove second-guessing from the design process.

WE  H ELP  O RGAN IZ ATIO N S 
B U I LD  TH E  R IG HT  PRO D U C T.
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SEATGEEK
SeatGeek is an event ticket marketplace and aggregator of sports, 

concert, and theater tickets. SeatGeek approached Black Airplane to 

assist them with the design and development of interactive, engaging 

experiences that compliment their ticket platform while preparing for the 

2017 NFL Season.

seatgeeknfl.blackairplane.com
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COCA-COLA
We’ve proudly served Coca-Cola for half a decade on dozens of 

applications, websites, and other tools. Our expertise in user experience 

and business acumen has allowed us to transform complex processes 

into sustainable workflows that improve effectiveness and efficiency in 

the organization.
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UX BOOTH
UX Booth was founded by our managing partner as a publication by and 

for the user experience community.

Today, UX Booth is the world’s largest user experience publication online. 

Hundreds of thousands of ux practicioners visit the site each week to 

learn more about design, strategy, accessibility and other industry topics.

uxbooth.com
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PYTHON SAFETY
Python Safety, a startup launched in 2011, dramatically altered the way 

the industrial industry approached issues regarding dropped objects. 

As a small company in the Atlanta suburbs, few expected the company 

to be the leading provider of these safety products to the largest 

corporations in the world, and the company’s leadership credits Black 

Airplane’s Managing Partner David Leggett’s work in branding and 

marketing with much of their success. Bill Mathews, the company’s 

Founder & President described Leggett’s impact by saying, “If it weren’t 

for David’s fantastic strategy and design work, we’d have had a much 

more difficult time convincing corporations like Exxon Mobil, Duke 

Energy or any of the other Fortune 100 customers we served that we 

were up to the task. David’s eye for design and development gave us 

the polished, ready-for-business look that we needed to hit the market 

running from day one.” 

 

In 2015, Python Safety was successfully acquired by 3M.
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THE CIRCUIT
The Circuit is Cherokee County’s first coworking space, introducing 

3,000+ square feet of dedicated and shared work space designed 

for the next wave of innovators and startups in Cherokee County. The 

Circuit approached Black Airplane in 2017 to assist with the design 

and development of a website that would help them accomplish their 

business objectives and prepare the organization for a successful launch.

circuitwoodstock.com
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MCDONALDS
Black Airplane helped design an auditing system for McDonald’s that 

helped leadership evaluate strengths and weaknesses across business 

units collected by auditors in the field.
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SLINGSHOT
Getting great feedback is one of the hardest parts of doing great design. 

Slingshot helps designers deliver their work more efficiently and increase 

progress. We designed and built the entire platform from the ground up.

useslingshot.com 
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NORTH POINT 
PARTNERS
Northpoint Church was looking for a way to make it easier for other 

churches to connect and partner in Northpoint’s success. We crafted 

an elegant website experience that delivers Northpoint’s message of 

community and participation.
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ORANGE
Orange develops a curriculum that helps develop leaders and spread the 

gospel. We work in close collaboration with Orange to help automate 

their marketing processes, and build apps that their customers love.
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR CONSIDERATION
talk@blackairplane.com


